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Primordial perturbations from inflation

We can get information of high energy physics            

by detailed observational results related with inflation                            

Inflation- extremely rapid expansion of the early universe 

Predictions on primordial perturbations depend on inflation models 

Ex.) Planck  `15                           



Primordial non-Gaussianity

Local and equilateral shapes

Local-type Equilateral-type

Planck constraint

(68% CL)



CMB vs LSS  

LSS can give more stringent constraint !!



Constraints on local-type NG from LSS    

How about equilateral-type NG ?

Dalal et al `08

Constraints on bispectrum

Giannatonio et al  `13                           

(95% CL)

Constraints on trispectrum
Desjacques and Seljak `10                           

(95% CL)

Future constraints:                           

Yamauchi et al  `14                           



Integrated Perturbation Theory (iPT)    
Matsubara `12, `13, Bernardeau et al `08                            

・Multi-point propagator of biased objects

Gravitational evolution

Lagrangian bias, ….
number density field of the biased objects

linear density field which is related with

primordial curvature perturbation         through 

: transfer function : growth factor 

spectra of biased objects (Halo/Galaxy) systematically !! 



Multi-point propagators on large scales
Matsubara `12                            

renormalized bias function defined in Lagrangian space 

The other parts include the information of displacement field 

in Lagrangian perturbation theory 



Renormalized bias function

For the mass function, we adopted Sheth-Tormen model given by  

no scale-dependence on large scales 



Effects on Halo/galaxy power spectrum    

・Diagrams for the power spectrum of the biased objects

large scale limit

large scale limit

for 

for 

no enhancement 

typical scale of 

the biased objects 

enhancement 



Effects on Halo/galaxy bispectrum
Yokoyama, Matsubara, Taruya `13                            

・Diagrams for the bispectrum of the biased objects

large scale limit

large scale limit
for



Halo/galaxy bispectrum with    



Halo/galaxy bispectrum with    



Primordial trispectrum in general k-inflation    
Arroja, SM, Koyama, Tanaka  `09,  Chen et al `09,     (Smith, Senatore, Zaldarriaga `15)                            

contact interaction

scalar-exchange interaction



Trispectra from contact interactions    

・Concrete expressions

These trispectra also appear in effective field theory of inflation !!

・Constraints from CMB (95 % CL) Smith, Senatore, Zaldarriaga `15                           



Effects on Halo/galaxy bispectrum

・Diagrams for the bispectrum of the biased objects

large scale limit

for

for                 ,            ,

typical scale of 

the biased objects 

equilateral config.
&

large scale limit

equilateral config.
& (same as                )



Halo/galaxy bispectrum with    
Adopting maximum allowed values by CMB observations



Contributions from          and    
・Shape-dependence of Halo/galaxy bispectrum

So far, we have limited the equilateral configuration  (                                    )

But the folded configuration  (                                         ) 

is also helpful to distinguish                      with                



Halo/galaxy bispectrum with          and     
isosceles configuration given by

Folded Equilateral



Conclusions and Discussions

• Halo/galaxy  bispectrum was shown to be useful tool to 

distinguish equilateral-type NG from gravitational nonlinearity. 

• We can also constrain primordial  trispectrum generated 

by general k-inflation based on halo/galaxy bispectrum.

• Constraints on more general class of inflation models 

which give equilateral-type bispectrum

Ghost inflation, Lifshitz scalar, Galileon inflation,….

k-inflation (scalar-exchange interaction)


